Patterns and mechanisms of pedestrian injuries induced by vehicles with flat-front shape.
To clarify the difference between flat-front vehicles and bonnet-front vehicles with regard to the patterns and mechanisms of vehicle-induced pedestrian injuries, we investigated 101 cases of pedestrians who were struck by the front of a vehicle. There were 33 flat-front vehicle collision cases and 68 bonnet-front vehicle collision cases. The frequency of chest injuries in flat-front vehicle collisions (30.3%) was significantly higher than that in bonnet-front vehicle collisions (11.8%). Lower leg fractures were more common in bonnet-front vehicle collisions than in flat-front vehicle collisions. Although head injuries were common in both cases, the mechanisms of these injuries differed. The pedestrians who were struck by flat-front vehicles tended to sustain more severe injuries at lower impact speeds. All of these results stem from the difference in the front shape of the two types of vehicle. Pedestrians who are struck by the front of flat-front vehicles receive the impact force to the trunk, particularly the chest, at the initial impact and are thrown out forward after the impact, because the front of these vehicles is perpendicular to the road.